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Why need aluminum profiles to heat dissipation in the  course
 of the LED strip?
*LED the heat dissipation has become more and more attention by people, this is because the article LED lamp light  
failure or its life is directly related to its junction temperature, heat dissipation is bad junction temperature is high, service 
 life is short, according o the ray news law temperature for every 10 ℃ below 2 times longer life. Released from the 
Cree company droop and junction temperature diagram (figure 1),you can see that in the junction temperature if can 
control at 65 °then the droop of 70% in life can be as high as 100000 hours! This is the dream of life, but really can 
achieve? Yes, as long as able to deal with it seriously heat dissipation problems are likely to do it! Unfortunately,now the 
actual  LED (leds), heat dissipation and the different! So that the service life of LED lamps and lanterns has become a 
the main problems affecting its performance, therefore must be taken seriously.
And junction temperature not only influence life for a long time, also directly affect the luminous  efficiency for a short 
period of time, such as Cree company XLamp7090XR - E amount of light and  the relationship between the junction 
temperature is shown in figure 2.
If the junction temperature is 25 degrees of luminescence is 100%, then the junction temperature  rise to 60 degrees, 
the count was only 90%; Junction temperature is 100 degrees when it fell to 80%; 140 degrees is only 70%. Visible to 
improve heat dissipation, junction temperature control is very important thing. In addition to the LED fever will make the 
spectrum of mobile; High colour  temperature rise; When forward current increases (constant voltage power supply); 
Reverse current  also increases; The thermal stress increases; Phosphor accelerated aging of epoxy resin and so on
all sorts of problems, so the LED heat dissipation is one of the most important in the design of LED lamps and lanterns.

                                                        

                           figure 1                                                               figure 2
Why need alu profiles to decorate in the  course of the LED strip?
*It is difficult  for  LED strip to installed in straight. Once the LED strip installation is not straight. The light is not a straight 
line. affect the lighting and beautiful.at the same time.use aluminum profiles make it more stable.

How to deal with the rest of the aluminum profiles?
*Just put it in a dry place.because it is aluminum.on matter how long will not affect  the use of it.will not change color.
So.don’t worry about the purchase of too much.

Why choice LED accessoey?
*Factory direct sale.lower purchase price.
  Factory direct production.delivery is guaranteed.
  Factory direct  management. Quality is guaranteed.

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series
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AL-LA-1401
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤12mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1402
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤12mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1403
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤10mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1404
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤5mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1405
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤5mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1406
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip 20mm ≤82mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1407
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤20mm ≤8mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1408
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤11mm ≤3mm bare board/drop rubber/rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good plasticity and thermal conductivity

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1409
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤11mm ≤3mm bare board/drop rubber

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good plasticity and thermal conductivity

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1410
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤10mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good plasticity and thermal conductivity

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1411
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤11mm ≤3mm bare board/drop rubber

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1412
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤11mm ≤10mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good plasticity and thermal conductivity

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1413
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤11mm ≤10mm bare board/drop rubber/epoxy potting

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good plasticity and thermal conductivity

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1414
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤10mm ≤5mm bare board/rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1415
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤10mm ≤5mm bare board/rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1416
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤20mm ≤5mm bare board/rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1417
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤20mm ≤5mm bare board/rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 Stainless steel Good welding performance,goog heat resistance.goog corrosion resistance

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 
1pcs in 1PP bag, 40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-
4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 
working days; for order>5000meters, lead 
time: 4-6working days;

5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m 
available.

Connector

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1418
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤16mm ≥ 15mm bare board/drop rubber

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1419
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤16mm ≤5mm bare board/drop rubber

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 Stainless steel Good welding performance,goog heat resistance.goog corrosion resistance

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1420
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤16mm ≤5mm bare board/drop rubber

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 Stainless steel Good welding performance,goog heat resistance.goog corrosion resistance

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1421
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤11mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 IRON good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1422
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤14mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good plasticity and thermal conductivity

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.
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AL-LA-1423
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤15mm ≤5mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 IRON good plasticity and thermal conductivity

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1424
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤15mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1425
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤8mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1426
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤10mm ≤5mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1427
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤10mm ≤5mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1428
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤2mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1429
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1430
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤5mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1431
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤12mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1432
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤29mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1433
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤29mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1434
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤29mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1435
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤29mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 
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AL-LA-1436
Structural drawing:

use object width heigth usage types

LED strip ≤29mm ≤10mm Rigid strip

model/m pcs/m material/m product advantage

aluminum 1 6063 T5 alu alloy
 Can quickly heat dissipation. Beautiful shape. Easy installation. The price is 

cheap. Can store for a long time.
           

lampshade 1 PC Appearance transparency, good light transmission 
durable in use

end cap 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

mounting bracket 2 PVC good strength, electrical insulation, chemical resistance. 

LED strp special aliuminum
Profiles series

1. Price based on Ex-works .

2. All above Al. profile adpot 6063-T5 alloy, 1pcs in 1PP bag, 
40pcs/ bubble pack, 2-4bubble pack into one carton;

3. MOQ >500meter accept mix order;

4. For order <5000m, lead time: 2-3 working days; for 
order>5000meters, lead time: 4-6working days;
5. more model for inquiry.length 0.5m-3m available.

  KARETA LED LIGHTING AB 


